
 

LA FAMIGLIA MIRABELLA Italia 
 

 
 

Who are we 
 
LA FAMIGLIA MIRABELLA/ The MIRABELLA FAMILY of “Il Teatro Viaggiante” 
looks like a contemporary version of the circus of the past, but its true origin 
lies in street theater of the twentieth century. 
We are Edoardo Mirabella, Elisabetta Cavana and our children, Martin, Matilde 
and Mael 
 
About our show 
 
Energy, juggling, mime, acrobatics, dance, theater, music…, these are the 
components of this unique event. 
 
In public squares, empty and lifeless up to a moment before,  a Dutch bike 
suddenly appears with three wheels, unicycles of various sizes, pins, balls, 
music and five characters with gaudy apparel, hats and vests: they are 
Edoardo Mirabella, Elisabetta Cavana and their children, Martin, Matilde and 
Mael. 
 
The rhythm of ska music draws the crowd toward the special unit/group, the 
public collects slowly around them, children and adults define a stage using 
the color of the pavement. 
The curtain rises before the eyes of the public,and… The show begins! 
 



Breathtaking acrobatics on rola bola, with a lot of hulla hoop and juggling, 
and dance that bursts like a whirlwind of joy, followed by many stunts and 
smiles of children, which often evolve into collective laughter. 
 
Now the time come to leave you speechless! Even for the most demanding…, 
the performance rips  a loud, uncontrollable applause from everyone. Like a 
musical score of music, “andante” ma non troppo/but not too much, the 
show comes to an end on  unicycles and a high unicycle. The people’s faces   
look enraptured and attentively watch the clubs passing at a height of two 
meters. 
 
The show is breathtaking. It’s an hour of visual comedy, street theater and 
participation, where virtuosity and humanity come together in an unique 
atmosphere. 
 
Short Infos about us 
 
 The " Famiglia Mirabella"show traveled up and down around Italy from 
2010, won the Premio Takimiri in 2011, in Monte San Giusto (MC - Italy) and  
were in the TV cast 2013/2014 of Colorado (Italia 1) and also as “Sick Du 
Soleil”. Edoardo Mirabella is the main clown for Circus Monti 2016, CH 
 
 
About the future  
 
We'd like to prepare a new show because our child grown and grown and 
perhaps, if they like, travel more in Europe than in Italy. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Contact 
 
Il Teatro Viaggiante 
Elisabetta Cavana 
Loc. Molino, 148  
27040 PIETRA DE' GIORGI 
ITALIA 
 
eliscavana@teatroviaggiante.it 
 
 
Website 
 
www.teatroviaggiante.it 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Link Video 
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mg0jYPRL-90  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dblcQiiLLo 
 
http://www.video.mediaset.it/video/colorado_cafe/sketch/463217/la-
famiglia-mirabella.html 
 
http://www.video.mediaset.it/video/colorado_cafe/sketch/421574/la-
famiglia-
mirabella.html?$p=autoplay$i=1$n=1$ck=YXV0b3N3aXRjaCwxLDAsMTAsMjAw
LDQ2MzIxNyxjb2xvcmFkb19jYWZlLCw_ 
 


